
12. Comments-Code Enforcement

There are a few widely-known pet owners that let their dogs roam off leash. We literally saw one of them 

almost get hit by the UPS truck. Another friend's dog got hit within the past few months. Bad for animal 

safety and dog-aggresive leashed pets.

Always need enforcement to be maintained to the highest standards.

If the codes are readily available, then Codes should be adhered to. If there is a consistent repeat offender, 

then let the law take care of it 

Don't care.  Speeding is my only concern there.

The laws/rules do not matter if they are not enforced.

Generally good presents is noted with police making rounds in the neighborhood. I do notice a lot of 

aggressive drivers passing inappropriately on the highway. 

How are the short term rental codes being enforced,ie:amount of people within each unit.

Whatâ€™s fair/enforced for one should be fair/enforced for another. 

Seems to work based on my perspective

Especially use of fire pits. 

Town must adhere to rules, regulations, policy, and guidelines defined by law and the Land Use Code. Not 

enforcing the law is a dereliction of duties. Like â€œSafetyâ€•, this topic is a stand-alone function and need 

not be on the priority list.   

 Enforcement of town codes and ordinances is essential- otherwise why have them?

Speeding seems important to keep to a minimum 

Major concern that STR enforcement relies on neighbor complaints.  I can make an STR complaint every 

day but won't.  Why do residents need to be schoolyard snitches to a Board of Trustees policy?We want to live in a comfortable neighborhood where all owners ensure their properties adhere to the codes 

of the community.  Seems many who use their property for income generation fail to keep up the exterior 

yards.

Is this question related to short term rentals or other issues?

It depends a great deal on which codes.

Illegal parking on residential streets.  

its  a small community and neighbours tend to take care 

I think occupancy limits should be enforced more strictly. We adhere to them and other homes in the 

community don't. That gives all of us that rent a bad reputation. It is not ok to do reactionary, additional 

regulations if you are not enforcing.



The Town is famous for not enforcing code. Town government is famous for including provisions in the 

code documents that the Town has no intention of enforcing. Existing code is enforced for some but not 

others. Enforce code equally for all.  

Hwy speed still to high.  Work with CDOT to reduce.  Even Hartsel has a lower limit than BR!

I see the numbers in the EOY summary but have never seen a code issues directly. 

Major code violations or code violations that affect neighbors (trash, abandoned cars, fencing etc.) should be 

dealt with in a timely manner. 

Unleashed dogs are a problem, especially on trails and with encounters with Moose. 

Get after the folks who just let their dogs run and donâ€™t clean up after them 

Mainly for STRâ€™s. I heard from local realtors that Blue River is the hot spot to sell homes for STRâ€™s 

due to lack of restrictions and enforcement. Seeing 10 cars parked at a 3BR house is disturbing 

Particularly related to fire danger

Rules don't work unless they are enforced. If the STRs would keep the noise down and the trash picked up 

there wouldn't be any problems.

I wouldnâ€™t mind seeing more leash laws enforcement as I am constantly having to chase dogs out of my 

yard and away from my dog that does not get along with other dogs.



There really isnâ€™t any code enforcement. Sheds being erected when there is already two on the property. 

Painting colors that arenâ€™t approved and the list goes on. It would be nice to keep consistency in the 

town. 

We have the codes but NO monitoring!

Proliferations of following should be curtailed: unpermitted sheds, long term RV parking, landscaping with 

concrete jersey barriers.

Especially when the Tarn opens. A lot on nonresidents have used it in the past and it would be nice to have 

less nonresidents use it. 

Too many berms on Hwy 9

We need more code enforcement.  Very seldom do we ever see police car.  Ever since Officer Amead left it 

is hard to see a police car.

Short-term rentals are using more well water and more waste disposal than an owner occupied full-time 

resident and are thereby in violation of State Law and infringing upon the down state water rights of CA, AZ 

and NV.

Enforce, but be reasonable 

Wash machines and old refrigerators are left out in the yard.

More STR enforcement. Parking, Occupancy limits. Most code enforcement seems on track.

Have no idea

No enforcement for short term regulations

this should address most "short term rental" concerns.

dark sky initiatives continue to be an issue with neighbors that don't comply and leave bright lights on all 

night.  I love that dogs can be off leash but they can also cause an issue when owner is not in control of 

them.  Trash is an ongoing issue

Would appreciate more town police visibility



This will always be a tricky area, in that it can require a significate amount of staff time and is hard to have a 

full-time person just going around doing this. That really only leaves the town to be able to react when 

something specific comes up.

It would be nice if the short term rentals in our area would stop using the park for overnight/overflow 

parking. 

Codes and laws are meaningless unless enforced 

0 enforcement in place

I think occupancy limits should be enforced more strictly. We adhere to them and other homes in the 

community don't. That gives all of us that rent a bad reputation. It is not ok to do reactionary, additional 

regulations if you are not enforcing.

The most frustrating issue is parking by visitors staying in STR, when they have more vehicles than what 

would be reasonable, they park on the street.  It seems that on multiple occasions they will interfere with 

plow operations 

Stay on neighbors to enfoce dark sky please! 

All codes should be enforced.

One of the things that bothers me about code enforcement is the charging for everything we do it seems like 

itâ€™s out of hand

I'm told that residents must make complaints.  and sign it.  No one ever asked me to be part of your 

enforcement.  If the town cannot enforce codes with fees based staffing, they shouldn't have the codes.  I 

don't want to be the schoolyard snitch. 

The town does a good job of patrolling. Speeding on the highway is inevitable and it is a shame the wildlife is 

who suffers. 

Joke!


